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ABSTRACT

Herein, we developed a precursor approach toward the design of a titanium nitride (TiN)/silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$) nanocomposite with activated carbon monolith as a support matrix forming a highly micro-/mesoporous component to be used as a Pt support for the catalytic hydrolysis of sodium borohydride (NaBH$_4$) as a model reaction. The experimental data demonstrates that the amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ matrix, the strong Pt-TiN nanocluster interaction and the synergistic effects between the three components contributed to the improved performance of the catalyst system. Thus, the use of this TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposite allowed to significantly reducing the noble metal loading (only ~1 wt% of Pt) for the complete and fast dehydrogenation of NaBH$_4$ under alkaline conditions at 80 °C. Additionally, the catalytic system displayed an excellent robustness and durability to offer reusability without collapsing and performance decrease under the harsh conditions imposed by the reaction.

1. Introduction

Discovery and identification of new materials is a key element of the innovation cycle of energy conversion, transmission and storage technologies and appears to be essential for driving technological energy development.[1] The effective usage of these energy systems is often associated with the design and development of new advanced catalysts with well-controlled nanostructure.[2] Such functional materials could provide an effective way to solve the problems concerning the processes of energy storage, conversion and utilization and have a positive economic as well as environmental impact, particularly in the area of clean energy technologies.

To highlight the challenge related to catalyst for energy, the global catalysis market is expected to reach $34.3 billion in 2024, according to a report by Grand View Research, Inc.[3]
This global challenge provides excellent opportunities for material experimentalists and theorists in the design and exploration of new materials as catalysts.[4]

The performance of a catalyst is closely related to the number of active sites, then it can be significantly improved through the modulation of the catalyst characteristics: i) composition, ii) morphology (e.g., nanostructuration) and iii) architecture (e.g., porous with control pore size at different length scales). However, identifying and creating a catalyst is complex, especially as the potential number of materials, defined by composition and particle size and shape, is overwhelming. Furthermore, one of the main obstacles on catalytic systems remains how to develop robust and durable catalysts, being present in a small proportion, in order to achieve long life span and reduced costs in energy systems.

Apart from the benchmark carbonaceous materials as catalyst supports and platinum (Pt) group metals (PGMs)-based catalysts, compounds that combine the properties of ceramic materials and transition metal (TM) such as TM oxides, carbides, nitrides, silicides and borides are emerging as environmentally benign alternatives and active materials for catalytic applications.[5-11] They not only show higher corrosion resistance than pristine TM and carbonaceous materials but also long-term stability at much lower costs. Each catalyst exhibits worthy advantages and disadvantages. Among solid-state compounds and materials, TM oxides (TMOs) are by far the most ubiquitous and extensively studied and characterized. As compared to TMOs, TM nitrides (TMNs) are also versatile compounds that formed with most of the periodic table components, especially many metals. TMNs, which have been introduced in the mid-21st century, belong to a class of materials that feature an unusual combination of outstanding properties, amongst which are their high melting points, exceptional hardness, high electrical conductivity and chemical stability such as high resistance against corrosion.[12]
Titanium nitride (TiN), as a typical representative of TMNs, has a metal-like conductivity with an outstanding chemical stability. TiN has been mainly investigated as a support of Pt because the modification of the electronic structure of Pt catalysts by interaction with TiN supports can significantly enhance the activity and durability of the catalyst.[13] Thus, Pt-supported TiN has been reported to exhibit higher performance and durability than commercial Pt-supported carbon due to strong metal-support interactions.[14-16] Therefore, TiN represents ideal alternatives to carbon materials across a wide range of catalytic reactions.

Designing TiN at nanoscale and developing micro-/mesoporous TiN with a large surface area that both provide selectivity and active sites to be effectively accessed for catalysis remain extremely challenging [17-27] while these are pre-requisite aspects to explore the full potential of TiN as an efficient and robust catalyst support or even as a co-catalyst.

To face these issues, we report the design of TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposite-based catalysts via a precursor route in which the nanocomposites consists of homogeneously distributed TiN nanoclusters in a robust and covalently bonded Si$_3$N$_4$ matrix. The nanocomposite, as a thin coating, has been supported on activated carbon monoliths to develop the micro-/mesoporosity of the support. Thus, we combine in the same materials both aspects, i.e., micro-/mesoporosity and nanoscale synthesis, to be considered for heterogeneous catalysis and we exploited the potential of these functional materials as Pt supports to form a new efficient and robust catalyst system (Figure 1).

**Figure 1**

In the first part of this report, we used activated carbon monoliths as a support matrix of the functional TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposites to form a robust material bearing interconnected micro- and mesoporosity and very high specific surface areas. The characterization of the materials has
been done at various length scales. In the second part of the paper, the system has been exploited to support a very low loading of Pt nanoparticles to be used as efficient and durable catalysts in the hydrolysis sodium borohydride (NaBH₄) as a model reaction.

NaBH₄ has been declared by the US DOE as a no go source of hydrogen, but only for light vehicle applications, because of low effective gravimetric hydrogen storage capacity (as all of the materials investigated for hydrogen storage), and high cost with respect to recycling of its hydrolysis borate by-product. It is still a candidate for other portable and mobile applications. Quite a lot of effort has been put into developing catalyst systems for cheaper regeneration of NaBH₄ from the borate by-product [28,29]. From the point of view of our work, NaBH₄ has been used as a model system since it provides one of the harshest conditions during the hydrolysis process in terms of temperature (80°C) and pH (14) among all potential sources of chemical hydrogen storage. These conditions allowed us to demonstrate the effectiveness of our catalyst system in terms of durability, reusability and cyclability. Under these conditions, some current systems based on oxides of aluminum and silicon collapse due to structural failures in the porosities and high leaching of active metal content. Carbon based systems under these conditions face the issue of swelling which causes blockage of porosities and loss of effectiveness. In other words, in our work, NaBH₄ is merely a model system, and does not aim at comparing the hydrogen generation rates with previously reported catalysts [30-32].

Herein, our results evidence the performance of the TiN/Si₃N₄ nanocomposite-based catalyst in comparison to mesoporous Si₃N₄, TiN-based catalysts as well as with catalysts derived from activated carbon monoliths. The hydrolysis of NaBH₄ proceeds rapidly with 100 % H₂ release at 80 °C in an alkaline solution and the entitled materials demonstrated robustness and durability for hydrogen generation from NaBH₄ after several cycles. The origin of the experimentally
observed enhanced catalytic activity and stability of the active Pt catalysts when dispersed on TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ supports has been clarified by complementary techniques and greatly advance our knowledge-driven design of heterogeneous catalysts. This report provides first evidence that Pt/TiN support interactions as well as Si$_3$N$_4$ catalytic activity appear to play a pivotal role in the performance of catalytic systems to boost hydrogen release from hydrides. Thus, this work highlights the effectiveness and robustness of the TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$-based catalysts for the current effort toward an implementation of clean, affordable and renewable energy sources.

2. Experimental part

2.1. General Comments.

Synthesis reactions are performed under argon passing through successive columns of BTS-catalyst and P$_2$O$_5$ using standard Schlenk manipulations and vacuum/argon lines. Schlenk tubes are dried at 120°C overnight before pumping under vacuum and filling them with argon for synthesis. All chemical products are handled in an argon-filled glove box (Jacomex, Campus-type; O$_2$ and H$_2$O concentrations kept at < 0.1 ppm and 0.8 ppm, respectively). Toluene (99.85 %, Extra Dry over Molecular Sieve, AcroSeal(R)) is purchased from Acros Organics. Poly(perhydropolysilazane) (PHPS, AQUAMICA NN-310) was provided by Mitsuya Boeki Ltd., Japan. Anal. Found (wt%): Si, 65.1; N, 26.2; H, 8.3; O, 0.4. FTIR (KBr/cm$^{-1}$): $\nu$(N–H) = 3374 (m), $\nu$(Si–H) = 2125 (s), $\nu$(N–H) = 1180 (s), $\nu$(Si–N) = 840-1020 (s). $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, C$_6$D$_6$, $\delta$/ppm): 1.6-0.3 (NH), 5.8-4.3 (SiH). Activated Carbon monoliths labelled as AC were of type NORIT RX3 (Cabot Corporation) with a purity of 97% (SSA = 989 m$^2$.g$^{-1}$; $V_p$ = 0.51 cm$^3$.g$^{-1}$; $\Omega_p$ = 4.3 nm). Chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (H$_2$PtCl$_6$·6H$_2$O, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium borohydride (NaBH$_4$, Acros Organics), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, Carlo Erba) and deionized
ultra-pure water (Milli-Q grade; resistivity > 18 MΩ cm) are used to prepare the catalytic system and perform the catalytic reaction.

2.2. Preparation of micro-/mesoporous samples.

The synthesis of PHTiPS2.5 has been performed according to our previous papers.[33-35] Anal. Found (wt%): Si, 30.9; N, 15.4; Ti, 19.2; C, 26.4; H, 6.2; O, 1.9. Then, PHTiPS2.5 has been used to coat AC samples. The latter have been previously heat-treated at 600°C under vacuum (3.10⁻¹ mbar) for 10 hours to remove presence of any trace of oxygen, moisture or dangling groups (-OH, -COOH, etc) without structure modification; then, they have been stored inside the glove box. A specific weight of AC was taken from the glove box in a Schlenk-type flask to be put under vacuum before deposition of the PHTiPS2.5 sample in solution (5 wt%). AC samples are infiltrated at reduced pressure by the PHTiPS2.5 sample according to an optimum mass ratio between the polymer and AC (1.4). Then, the composites were allowed to age for 24 h under static vacuum with continuous ultra-sonication. After aging for 24 h, a filtration step is performed and the composites were washed with toluene under argon flow. Excess of liquid is removed using a syringe and then the solvent is evaporated at low pressure (5.10⁻¹ mbar) at 30°C for 2 h to generate the coated AC. The impregnated monoliths were dried and transferred under protective atmosphere into a horizontal tube furnace (Thermoconcept® OS50/450/12) to be subjected to a cycle of ramping at 100°C h⁻¹ to 400°C under nitrogen, dwelling there for 2 h. This was followed by a pyrolysis under ammonia at 100°C h⁻¹ to 1000°C, dwelling there for 5 h. Cooling to RT at 2°C min⁻¹ produced mSiTiN10 samples. For comparison, mSi₃N₄ samples have been prepared using the same procedure. The mSiTiN10 samples were then annealed in a graphitic furnace (Gero Model HTK 8) through a cycle of
ramping at 5°C min$^{-1}$ to 1400°C, remaining there for 2 h and then cooling down to RT at 2°C min$^{-1}$ generating $\text{mSiTiN14}$ samples. For comparison, $\text{mTiN14}$ samples have been prepared using the same procedure.

2.3. Preparation of Pt-supported micro-/mesoporous samples.

Platinum nanoparticles have been deposited on the different samples using wet impregnation process. A platinum salt (Chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate ($\text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}$)) is dissolved in excess of water and then agitated for 24 h with a specific quantity of the samples prepared in section 2.2. The samples are then dried in an oven to remove excess water and allow the platinum to be precipitated as nanoparticles in the porosities of the monolith. The precipitated platinum salts are then reduced under a flow of 5% $\text{H}_2$ in $\text{Ar}$ at 450°C for 4 h.

2.4. Characterization

The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method has been used to calculate the specific surface area of the samples. The pore-size distribution is derived from the desorption branches of the isotherms using the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method whereas the total pore volume is estimated from the amount of $\text{N}_2$ adsorbed at a relative pressure ($P/P_0$) of 0.97. The data are collected using a Micrometrics ASAP 2020 apparatus. ICP-MS (Silicon, titanium and platinum contents) and nitrogen, carbon, oxygen contents have been performed at the University of Montpellier (France) on the polymeric and ceramic samples. The specimens have been observed on a high resolution S4800-FEG SEM from Hitachi. A lower resolution SEM EVO HD 15 from Zeiss has been used to perform Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) for point areas and for surface mapping of the elements present in the samples. A scanning transmission
electron microscope (STEM) has been performed on the samples using a FEI Titan 80-300 operating at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. For the EELS acquisition, the convergence and collection semi angles have been approximately 3.6 and 13.7 mrad respectively. The dispersion has been set to 0.05 eV/channel and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the zero-loss peak has been 0.70 ± 0.05 eV. Samples have been crushed in isopropanol and a drop of solution has been placed onto a STEM grid (Agar Inc). The hydrolysis of NaBH₄ has been performed at 80°C in a highly alkaline medium (pH > 10). In a typical experiment, 16 mg of the Pt-supported nanocomposites are introduced in 1 ml solution of NaBH₄ (120 mg in 2% NaOH) into a reactor (glass tube) that is sealed with a silicon septum and Parafilm®, and connected to a water-filled inverted burette (water coloured in blue) via a cold trap for steam, maintained at 0°C. Then, the reactor is immersed in an oil bath kept at 80°C. A camera records the water displacement in the inverted burette due to hydrogen generation. Hydrogen starts to evolve rapidly and the evolution is video-recorded for 170-180 min, to be then computationally analysed post-hydrolysis. FT-IR spectra are recorded on as-prepared mSi₃N₄ and water-treated mSi₃N₄ with a JASCO FT/IR 4200 spectrometer at a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹. The water-treatment of sample was performed by immersing the sample within distilled water at room temperature (R.T.) for 12h. Prior to the measurement, sample was diluted to 5wt% by potassium bromide (KBr). Self-standing sample disk was prepared by pressing the mixed powder sample. The disk is placed in an IR cell with CaF₂ window. After recording of initial IR data at R.T., 10 Torr of pyridine are introduced to the IR cell. Then, IR spectra for the pyridine adsorbed sample was recorded after evacuation at specific temperatures (R.T., 40 °C, 100 °C, 150 °C and 200 °C). Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) analyses were carried out to clarify the difference of the surface nature between wet- mSi₃N₄ and wet-SiTiN₁₄ with a FT-IR spectrometer (Model
spectrum TM100, Perkin Elmer Japan Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹. Prior to the measurement, sample is treated under flowing high purity Ar at 50°C for 30 min.

3. Results and discussion

NaBH₄ displays a high stability in solid state does not display safety issues (e.g., volatility, toxicity, corrosivity, etc.) for practical use. In water, molecular hydrogen is released by reaction of one hydridic hydrogen (H⁶⁻) of NaBH₄ with one protic hydrogen (H⁺) of H₂O. However, the self-hydrolysis of NaBH₄ is slow at room temperature, which makes the use of suitable catalysts required to achieve hydrogen release at appreciable rates. Platinum(0) is among the catalysts with the highest activity in hydrolysis of NaBH₄.[36,37] Therefore, the catalytic hydrolysis of NaBH₄ induces the release 4 equiv. H₂ (Eq. 1) without gaseous contamination (e.g., ammonia) in contrast to other types of boron-based chemical hydrogen storage materials such as ammonia or hydrazine borane.[38]

\[
\text{NaBH}_4(aq) + (2 + x)\text{H}_2\text{O}(l) \xrightarrow{\text{catalyst}} \text{NaBO}_2 \cdot x\text{H}_2\text{O}(aq) + 4\text{H}_2(g) \quad (1)
\]

The reaction is exothermic (ΔH, ca. -250 kJ/mol) and the by-product sodium tetrahydroxyborate is a strong base (pKa = 9.3) which significantly increases the pH of the solution (pH > 10). Thus, the widely-used oxide and carbonaceous supports suffer from serious drawbacks under the reaction conditions: shortened lifetime for oxide supports because of degradation and swelling of carbonaceous supports blocking the pore access.[36] Another difficulty faced by these systems is the leaching of the active metal nanoparticles due to weak metal-support interactions causing tremendous loss in catalytic activity.[39,40] Thus, the catalytic hydrolysis of NaBH₄ has been selected as a model reaction in our work in order to
evaluate the potential of TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposite-based catalysts in terms of effectiveness, robustness and durability.

3.1. Preparation of micro-/mesoporous samples

Our route consisted to coat activated carbon monoliths (AC) with a preceramic polymer (PHTiPS$_{2.5}$; Si$_{1.0}$Ti$_{0.4}$C$_{2.0}$N$_{1.0}$H$_{5.6}$, neglected oxygen content because < 2wt% [33-35]) to macroscopically shape the monolithic-type structure of the support. AC is used as a support matrix also to overcome the problems related to the poor mechanical stability of polymer-derived ceramics with highly developed mesoporosity.[41-42] The synthesis of the polymer has been directed to provide polymer processability in solution and lead, after pyrolysis under ammonia then annealing under nitrogen, to TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposites.[33-35] Impregnation of AC (and solvent evaporation) was followed by a two-step pyrolysis under nitrogen (400 °C) to crosslink the polymer surrounding AC samples, then under ammonia (1000 °C) to form the mSiTiN$_{10}$ sample (composition of the ceramic coating is Si$_{1.0}$Ti$_{0.5}$N$_{2.0}$O$_{0.2}$ (the carbon content is 0.05 wt%, therefore omitted)). A final annealing step under nitrogen (1400 °C) allowed forming the mSiTiN$_{14}$ sample (composition of the ceramic coating is Si$_{1.0}$Ti$_{0.5}$N$_{1.8}$ (neglected carbon and oxygen contents with 0.003 and 1.23 wt%, respectively)).

As expected, as-obtained materials reproduce the monolithic shape of AC samples (Figure 1 as insert). The mSiTiN$_{10}$ (Figure 1SI in ESI) and mSiTiN$_{14}$ (Figure 2) samples have been characterized by nitrogen sorption measurements at 77 K.

**Figure 2**

The analysis of the nitrogen sorption isotherms by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method reveals that both samples have similar complex isotherms composed of types II and IV.[43] The
fast increase of adsorption at low $P/P_0$ reflects the presence of micropores. The distinct hysteresis loop between the adsorption and desorption ($P/P_0$ from 0.4 to 1.0), identifiable as a H2-type [43] demonstrates the presence of mesopores generally found in disordered porous materials with 3-D cage-like pores and pore interconnectivity.[44] Based on the structure of AC [41], samples can be considered as disordered micro-/mesoporous materials bearing interconnected porosity. The BET specific surface area (SSA), i.e., 1345 m$^2$.g$^{-1}$ ($m$SiTiN10) and 1217 m$^2$.g$^{-1}$ ($m$SiTiN14), are significantly high and the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) analysis (Figure 2 as insert) suggests a narrow pore size distribution of 3.3 nm ($m$SiTiN10) and 3.4 nm ($m$SiTiN14). Total pore volumes of 0.72 cm$^3$.g$^{-1}$ ($m$SiTiN10) and 0.67 ($m$SiTiN14) cm$^3$.g$^{-1}$ are measured and a typical t-Plot micropore volume of 0.42 cm$^3$.g$^{-1}$ is measured for both samples. The very high SSA values tend to confirm that AC is still present in the materials as expected. To confirm the presence of the carbon template as a support matrix of nanocomposites, we investigated Raman spectroscopy of the $m$SiTiN14 sample. The Raman spectrum of $m$SiTiN14 exhibits two absorptions at 1350 and 1580 cm$^{-1}$ assigned to the D and G bands of carbon whereas the spectrum of the nanocomposite powder analogue shows an absorption band at 480 cm$^{-1}$ characteristics of the face-centered cubic (fcc) TiN phase [34] without peaks characteristic of carbon (Figure 2SI in ESI). This clearly confirms the presence of AC as a support matrix. The XRD patterns of $m$SiTiN10 and $m$SiTiN14 samples (Figure 3SI in ESI) reveal that crystallization of the face-centered cubic (fcc) TiN phase gradually takes place with increasing the temperature of pyrolysis from 1000 °C ($m$SiTiN10 sample) to 1400 °C ($m$SiTiN14 sample). TiN is better identified in the $m$SiTiN14 sample by the presence of peaks at $2\theta = 36.7^\circ$, $42.7^\circ$, $62.1^\circ$, $74.4^\circ$ and $77.9^\circ$, which are attributed to the (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) fcc TiN reflections and no further XRD peaks are observed. Based on the ceramic formula of the $m$SiTiN14 sample ($Si_{1.0}Ti_{0.5}N_{1.8}$), we
can confirm the formation of Si₃N₄; the latter displaying an amorphous structure. Because the mSiTiN₁₀ sample is poorly crystallized with very broad TiN XRD peaks, only the mSiTiN₁₄ sample has been further studied by HAADF-STEM (Figures 3-4). The low magnification HAADF-STEM images (Figure 3) of the mSiTiN₁₄ sample shows the presence of nanoscaled precipitates embedded in a network with the typical phase contrast of an amorphous matrix, Si₃N₄. This confirms the formation of a nanocomposite-type structure in the mSiTiN₁₄ sample.

**Figure 3**

Figure 4a shows the overlap of highly faceted nanocrystals with a lattice spacing of 0.24 ± 0.02 nm corresponding to the (111) planes of the fcc TiN phase (Figure 4b). Based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) data collected from the highlighted enclosed area in the inset of Figure 4b, the indexing of fcc TiN has been also confirmed. The peak identified in the EELS spectrum at 456 eV (*Figure 4SI in ESI*), after the background subtraction, is attributed to the Ti L₂,₃ edge.

**Figure 4**

By combining elemental analyses and nitrogen sorption measurements with results derived from Raman spectroscopy, X-Ray diffraction and HAADF-STEM investigations, we confirm that the investigated samples represent materials bearing interconnected micro-/mesopores made of carbon supporting a poorly crystallized ceramic coating (mSiTiN₁₀) or a nanocomposite (mSiTiN₁₄) coating made of TiN nanoclusters homogeneously distributed in a Si₃N₄ amorphous matrix.

3.2. Preparation of Pt-supported micro-/mesoporous samples

After deposition of Pt nanoparticles, as-obtained samples, denoted as Pt/mSiTiN₁₀ and Pt/mSiTiN₁₄, are investigated through nitrogen sorption measurements (*Figure 5SI (Pt/mSiTiN₁₀)* and Figure 5 (Pt/mSiTiN₁₄)). The BET isotherms of Pt/mSiTiN₁₀ and
Pt/mSiTiN14 are similar to those of Pt-free samples with comparable SSA, i.e., 1098 m².g⁻¹ (Pt/mSiTiN10) and 1307 m².g⁻¹ (Pt/mSiTiN14). This is related to the very low amount of Pt precursor which is deposited on the support. Our target was indeed to deposit only 1 wt% (< 0.2 mg) of Pt to highlight the attractivity of the support for catalysis-assisted reactions.

**Figure 5**

The Pt/mSiTiN14 sample has been studied by HAADF-STEM (Figures 6a-b and Figure 6SI), EELS (Figure 6c) and ICP to confirm the presence of Pt and the morphology, size and content of nanoparticles. The low magnification HAADF-STEM (Figure 6a) and BF-STEM (*Figure 6SI in ESI*) images of the Pt/mSiTiN14 sample nicely reflect the nanostructure of the samples made of TiN and Pt platelets (6-8 nm in diameter) and an amorphous matrix. It confirms the high distribution of nanoscaled precipitates, i.e., TiN and Pt, in/on the matrix. The Pt content is found to be 0.91 wt% (0.14 mg) by ICP. For comparison, the Pt content of the Pt/mSiTiN10 sample has been determined to be 1.07 wt% (0.17 mg). The EELS analyses confirm the presence of Pt in the Pt/mSiTiN14 sample as exemplified by the spectrum (Figure 6c) extracted from the high magnification STEM image in Figure 6b. Pt is characterized by the two prominent peaks centred at 2100 eV and 2750 eV assigned to the M₄,5 and M₃ edges of Pt, respectively.

**Figure 6**

As-characterized samples have been then tested during the hydrolysis of NaBH₄.

### 3.3. Catalytic activity of Pt-supported micro-/mesoporous samples

The catalytic performance of Pt/mSiTiN10 and Pt/mSiTiN14 (16 mg each) toward the dehydrogenation of 1.0 M NaBH₄ has been evaluated in a typical water-filled graduated burette
system in alkaline solution (pH > 10; 2% NaOH) at 80°C. Then, we measured the volume of hydrogen generated during 170-180 min of reaction (Figure 7).

**Figure 7**

The performance of these samples was then compared with that of Pt-supported mesoporous TiN and mesoporous Si₃N₄ labelled as Pt/mTiN₁₄ (1.26 wt% Pt (or 0.2 mg), as measured by ICP) and Pt/mSi₃N₄ (1.12 wt% Pt (or 0.18 mg)) prepared according to the same procedure of Pt/mSiTiN₁₄ and Pt/mSiTiN₁₀ samples, respectively. The preparation and characterization of the mSi₃N₄ sample is done according to the procedure applied to prepare the mSiTiN₁₀ sample. Note that the Si₃N₄ support was prepared at 1000 °C to keep the Si₃N₄ phase amorphous.[41] It displays SSA values of 653.8 m² g⁻¹ before Pt deposition and 357.7 m² g⁻¹ after Pt deposition.[41] Concerning the mesoporous TiN (*Figure 7SI in ESI*), the sample was prepared according to the procedure to prepare the mSiTiN₁₄ sample. It displays the characteristic XRD peaks of fcc-TiN and shows types II and IV isotherms with a H₂ hysteresis loop and SSA values of 900.3 m² g⁻¹ before Pt deposition and 872 m² g⁻¹ after Pt deposition, respectively. Although the samples display different textural properties, Figure 7 shows that there is a clear tendency in the plots of H₂ evolution versus time for the hydrolysis of NaBH₄. The Pt/mSiTiN₁₄ sample exhibits the highest activity among all the catalysts prepared in this work: The rate of hydrogen generation (slope of the curves at a conversion < 50%) normalized to per gram of platinum is 39 L.min⁻¹.gₚt⁻¹ (Pt/mSiTiN₁₄) to be compared with 24.2 (Pt/mSi₃N₄), 14.9 (Pt/mSiTiN₁₀), and 5.6 (Pt/mTiN₁₄) L.min⁻¹.gₚt⁻¹. Beside this, the Pt/mSiTiN₁₄ sample showed a significantly higher performance than Pt/AC samples (AC being the support used to deposit the nanocomposites; Pt has been deposited according to a same procedure) (*Figure 8SI in ESI*). This clearly highlights that the nanocomposite coating significantly enhances the catalytic activity of
AC samples. Only the Pt/mSiTiN14 sample provides the complete dehydrogenation of NaBH₄, i.e. the release of 4 equiv. H₂ after 90 min of reaction. The other catalysts are deactivated before the completion of hydrolysis. First, it can be suggested that the precipitation of TiN nanoclusters in an amorphous Si₃N₄ matrix, i.e., the mSiTiN14 sample, contributes to the highest performance of the derived catalyst compared to the catalysts derived from the poorly crystallized mSiTiN10 and amorphous mSi₃N₄ supports. This highlights Pt-support interactions in the Pt/mSiTiN14 sample, most probably between TiN nanoclusters and Pt nanoparticles. At the opposite, the Pt/mTiN14 sample displays the lowest performance although the TiN phase is crystallized. We explain this result by the fact that TiN is not nanoscaled in mTiN14 as in the nanocomposite system, i.e., the mSiTiN14 sample. In the latter, the covalently-bonded Si₃N₄ matrix retain the nanosize of the TiN clusters. Thus, TiN, if alone and/or not nanoscaled, cannot meet the requirements as a suitable catalytic support for Pt in the hydrolysis of NaBH₄. Interestingly, the Pt/mSi₃N₄ sample provides a higher catalytic activity in the hydrolysis of NaBH₄ than the Pt/TiN14 sample. In order to highlight the role of both the TiN nanoclusters and the amorphous Si₃N₄ matrix in the performance of the catalyst system, we explored the catalytic activity of the supports tested in Figure 7 (except the mSiTiN10 sample) without deposition of Pt.

3.4. Role of TiN nanoclusters and amorphous Si₃N₄ in the performance of the catalyst system.

Figure 8 shows the plots of H₂ evolution versus time for the hydrolysis of NaBH₄ using the mSiTiN14, mTiN14 and mSi₃N₄ samples. As expected, the absence of Pt affects the catalytic activity of all the samples; in particular, for the mSiTiN14 support. This definitively confirms the synergy between Pt and TiN nanoclusters. In addition, it is very surprising to identify a relatively high catalytic activity for the mSi₃N₄ sample in the hydrolysis of NaBH₄. This tends to
demonstrate that amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ plays a key role in the performance of the TiN/Si$_3$N$_4$ nanocomposite-based catalyst, i.e., the $\text{mSiTiN14}$ sample. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report that metal-free polymer-derived ceramics (PDCs) are found to be catalytically active whereas only two studies report the use of porous silicon nitride materials as basic catalysts.$^{17,18,45}$

To understand the role of TiN nanoclusters and amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ matrix in the catalytic activity of the system, we investigated the surface acido-basic centers of the $\text{mSi}_3\text{N}_4$ sample by FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure 9) based on the observation of the vibrational perturbation undergone by pyridine when it adsorbs on it. Pyridine is the most largely used basic probe molecule for surface acidity characterization.$^{46-48}$ Thus, the shift of the position of some very sensitive bands of the adsorbate upon adsorption in the FT-IR spectrum can be taken as a measure of the Lewis acid strength of the surface sites in the $\text{mSi}_3\text{N}_4$ sample.

**Figure 9**

As shown in Figure 9(a), as-synthesized $\text{mSi}_3\text{N}_4$ exhibited absorption bands as a basic catalyst at 3380, 3180 and 1400 cm$^{-1}$ assigned to Si-NH-Si, Si-NH$_3^+$ and $=\text{NCOO}^-$ (formed situ between the surface NH and CO$_2$ in atmosphere), respectively. However, under the hydrolysis condition fixed in the present study, surface Si-OH groups formed in-situ on the $\text{mSi}_3\text{N}_4$ acted as water adsorption site via hydrogen bond to afford polar OH groups. (Figure 9(b)).

Actually, after pyridine adsorption to $\text{mSi}_3\text{N}_4$, this acid site was clearly detected as typical adsorption bands at 1594 and 1445 cm$^{-1}$ attributed to hydrogen-bonded pyridine (Py-H) $^{49}$ which was easily removed by heating to 200 °C under vacuum (Figure 10). Moreover, the surface Si-OH was also detected for the $\text{mSi}_3\text{N}_4$ after the water treatment followed by drying at 50 °C under Ar flow ($\text{Figure 9SI in ESI}$).
Interestingly, the **mSiTiN14** sample exhibits a very low content of surface hydroxyl group compared to the **mSi3N4** sample after water treatment. Thus, the results indicate that TiN nanoclusters improve the stability of Si3N4 toward hydrolysis of support while reducing the catalytic property of the nanocomposite for the generation of protonic hydrogen. Based on the results shown above, the enhanced H2 generation achieved for the TiN/Si3N4 nanocomposite-based catalyst, *i.e.*, Pt/mSiTiN14 sample, is explained by the synergistic effect shown in Figure 11.

**Figure 11**

During NaBH4 hydrolysis (Eq. 1), hydridic hydrogen (H$^{\delta-}$) are efficiently produced by the Pt-TiN electron conductive nanoclusters. On the other hand, the coordination of ions at the "ideal" surface is necessarily uncomplete with respect to the coordination in the bulk. Thus, in our experiments, the ‘semi-metal’ (Si) cations, acting as an acid site according to the Lewis definition, are expected to react with species from the environment such as water, to decrease the free energy of the atoms exposed at the surface of the material. Water saturates the coordinative unsaturations, so that in this case Lewis acidity are expected to completely disappear while surface hydroxy-groups are formed, potentially responsible for Brønsted acidity (*See Figure 10SI in ESI*). The formation of protonic hydrogen (counterpart for the H2 generation) from water molecule is thought to be catalyzed by the acid site formed *in-situ* on the Si3N4 matrix. It should be noted that the proper nanocomposite structure of electron conductive TiN nanoclusters embedded within electron insulating mesoporous amorphous Si3N4 is important to afford hydridic hydrogen efficiently since the monolithic electron conductive TiN matrix only acted as an electron acceptor, which could lead to the lower catalytic activity observed for the
Pt/mTiN14 sample. On the other hand, in the case of the mSiTiN10 sample the size of TiN nanoclusters was too small to provide “triple junction” of BH₄⁻-Pt-TiN or low crystallinity to offer sufficient electron conduction.

3.5. Recyclability tests

The recycle stability is of crucial importance to the practical application of catalysts; thus, the durability tests of Pt-supported micro-/mesoporous samples were carried out 5 times. As shown in Figure 12, the Pt/mSiTiN14 sample does not show any signs of degradation in terms of catalytic activity even after 5 recyclability tests. The release of H₂ remains unchanged and the structural integrity is retained according to the fact that the BET isotherm still remains a mix of types II and IV with a H₂ hysteresis (See Figure 11SI in ESI) and a SSA value of 1248 m².g⁻¹ is calculated. This clearly indicates that the catalytic system has long durability most probably because of the presence of Si₃N₄ as a matrix preventing TiN nanocluster growth and protecting TiN nanocrystals against corrosion. This also showed that AC, as a support matrix, overcomes the problems related to the poor robustness of polymer-derived ceramics with highly developed mesoporosity. Furthermore, retaining the initial catalytic activity after five tests of NaBH₄ hydrolysis suggests that there is no detectible leaching of Pt nanoparticles from the surface of nanocomposite support into the solution during the reaction.

Figure 12

The Pt content on the support after 5 cycles of hydrolysis is determined by ICP to be 0.92 wt%. This proves that the nanocomposite coating effectively immobilizes Pt nanoparticles. There is an increase of 1.5% in B content on the support tested after the 5th cycle suggesting the
presence of crystallizing borates on the surface of the monoliths, which does not affect properties.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have synthesized robust and highly micro-/mesoporous monoliths made of an amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ coating with integrated TiN nanocrystallites surrounding an activated carbon monolith. As-prepared samples displayed BET SSA close to 1300 m$^2$.g$^{-1}$ and could support highly dispersed Pt nanoparticles. The particular structural organization and composition of the nanocomposite coatings, i.e., growth of TiN at nanoscale directly in the Si$_3$N$_4$ matrix, allowed to significantly reduced the quantity of Pt (around 1 wt%) required in the derived catalytic system for the complete dehydrogenation of sodium borohydride (NaBH$_4$). TiN nanocrystals provided synergy with the Pt nanoparticles deposited on the nanocomposite whereas the covalently-bonded Si$_3$N$_4$ offered catalytic activity, avoided sintering of the TiN nanocrystals and corrosion in the conditions we imposed to produce hydrogen from NaBH$_4$. It results a robust catalytic system (because of the presence of AC as a support matrix), reusable, with outstanding hydrogen production performance (100 % H$_2$ release) and excellent stability in an alkaline medium at 80°C for the complete hydrolysis of NaBH$_4$, even after 5 successive runs. To highlight the benefit of these nanocomposites, we compared their performance with those of mesoporous Si$_3$N$_4$ and TiN as well as activated carbon. This study paves the way for the rational synthesis of robust nitride nanocomposite-based catalysts that may be applied in a wide range of catalysis-assisted reactions for energy-related fields.
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